
Be Able To

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Though the German armies ____________________________ a decisive
victory over the French, they had established themselves on French soil.
1.

(past perfect/not/gain)

_____________________________________ her, to influence her, if she
was indifferent to the chief means of happiness known to the dwellers in
those parts?

2.

(how/he/would/ever/touch/?)

And still the miners ___________________ goods cheaper than when they
sent to Sacramento for them.
3.

(past simple/buy)

She ______________________ to his irresponsible humour.4.
(past simple/not/rise)

If only one _______________________ a good figure then, one has got
out of it well!
5.

(present perfect/cut)

Fortunately they ______________________ themselves with water from
the heavy rain which fell.
6.

(past simple/supply)

Not that even these men ____________________ it altogether without
harm, as we shall see in the next chapter.
7.

(past simple/wear)

He __________________ on himself as a benefactor.8.
(present simple/look)

In a certain number of cases, however, I
_____________________________ exact references, because the originals
have not been accessible to me.

9.

(present perfect/not/give)

Still, I think I ____________________ something if things get to look
really bad.
10.

(may/do)

From the proceedings we __________________, that eighteen on the
one side and ten on the other, with two wavering votes, will decide every
question.

11.

(present simple/see)
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Probably, like the generality of men, he had spent his days in toil and
labour, looking forward to a time when having earned a sufficiency, he
________________________, and enjoy the remainder of his life.

12.

(would/rest)

And before he _________________________ it would be too late.13.
(should/stir)

She ___________________________ it from the world, but not from him.14.
(might/conceal)

It was quite night when they arrived at the spot where the oxen had
deserted them; but a clear moon was in the sky, and they
______________________ back the wheel-tracks of the wagon, that were
quite conspicuous under the moonlight.

15.

(past simple/follow)

Very soon he _______________________________ himself.16.
(past simple/get up/and/shake)

He _____________________________ the saying.17.
(present perfect/not/trace)

She told me that perhaps on that very evening she
__________________________ for me one of the two treasures for which I
was seeking.

18.

(would/obtain)

So far as I could tell, she never handled a case she
________________________ to, which may seem an odd thing for me to
say, but happens to be so.

19.

(past simple/not/attend)

If these two women _______________________, they would show me
more respect than they would show their own fathers.
20.

(past simple/not/pay)
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